Solid-state phase transformations involving solute partitioning: modeling and measuring on the level of individual grains
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Abstract

A simplified grain growth model is presented for the transition from non-overlapping to overlapping diffusion fields of growing neighboring grains during partitioning solid-state transformations in polycrystalline materials. The model is based on unique observations on the austenite decomposition into ferrite and pearlite in medium-carbon steel with the three-dimensional X-ray diffraction microscope. The model explains three types of observed pro-eutectoid ferrite grain growth and austenite grain decomposition, and the indirectly observed carbon exchange between decomposing austenite grains. A direct comparison of the model and the experiment at the level of individual grains shows that the growth of ferrite grains is strongly related to the local carbon concentration and the local density of nuclei. Unusual observations of a non-stationary austenite grain size prior to the transformation, and oscillatory ferrite growth are reported.
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1. Introduction

The evolution of the microstructure during the formation of polycrystalline materials has been studied extensively worldwide for many decades [1–3]. Understanding the evolution of the microstructure is of technological relevance for the development of new materials with optimal mechanical properties and for improving existing materials and their production process. However, the subject is difficult to study experimentally, because there are a large number of relevant parameters that need to be probed simultaneously, in situ, and in the bulk of the material, in order to obtain a full description of the mechanisms involved. Moreover, ab initio calculations that predict microstructural properties from first principles require at present too much computer time as the problem involves length scales from nanometers up to micrometers and time scales from seconds up to minutes or even hours.

Generally, the modeling of the evolution of the microstructure during the formation of a new phase from the parent phase during phase transformations involving solute partitioning is divided into two parts: grain nucleation and grain growth. During the nucleation stage small stable particles of the new phase are formed in the parent phase due to local fluctuations in structure and composition, as a result of thermal motion, which can be described by the classical nucleation theory [1]. In phase transformations involving solute partitioning the growth stage is characterized by a pile-up or depletion of solute atoms in front of the interface between the parent phase and the new phase. The presence of these diffusion
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fields naturally leads to a further refinement in the description of the growth in two stages: (a) the early stage of the transformation in which the diffusion fields of growing grains do not overlap and (b) the later stage of the transformation in which the diffusion fields do overlap. The growth ends with the hard impingement of grains.

When introducing the initial microstructure in the models, spheres are the simplest geometrical shapes to represent the grains in polycrystalline materials [4]. This spherical grain concept has indeed been elaborated successfully by Vandermeer [5] for the austenite-ferrite transformation, in which a layer of ferrite that completely covers the former austenite/austenite grain boundary grows towards the interior of the austenite grain. However, when modeling the parent grains as spheres, a logical introduction of well-known specific nucleation sites, such as quadruple points, grain boundary edges, and grain boundary faces, each with their own nucleation characteristics, is not possible. The development of single-grain models [6] has created the possibility to model the parent grain geometry and the phase transformation kinetics in detail, without consuming too much computer time. However, multiple grain effects, such as diffusion of alloying elements between parent grains, are not included. As will be shown in the remainder of the paper, there are now experimental indications that such processes indeed do take place, which need to be taken into account in order to make a quantitative prediction of the evolution of the microstructure.

Recently, a new technique has become available to measure phase transformations (and recrystallization) at the level of individual grains within the bulk of a sample: three-dimensional X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) microscopy [7–9]. The technique gives simultaneous and in situ information about the fractions of the parent phase and the new phase, the number of nuclei of the new phase, the growth of individual new grains, and the decomposition of the parent grains.

In a previous paper, we have shown the experimental observation of the nucleation and growth of individual ferrite grains during slow cooling of medium carbon steel with the 3DXRD-microscope [10]. We showed that four types of ferrite growth could be distinguished. The first type is well described by the classical theory [11] of diffusion-controlled growth during the early stage. However, it was also shown that the growth of the first type deviated from the classical theory at a later stage and that the three other types of grain growth did not conform to theory at any point. In this paper, we extend the classical growth theory with a simplified treatment of overlapping diffusion fields. In addition, we present new experimental observations on the decomposition of individual austenite grains, which gives a more complete picture of the solid-state phase transformations, and in particular the role of the partitioning solute atoms.

2. Grain growth and grain decomposition model

In the following, we present a simplified model for the diffusion-controlled grain growth involving the transition from non-overlapping to overlapping diffusion fields during solid-state transformations. In the model, we will assume a spherical geometry of both the parent and new grains. The early growth stage is then well described by the theory of Zener [11] for diffusion-controlled grain growth. An approximate treatment of the later growth stage was given by Wert and Zener [12] for slightly supersaturated solutions. In this analysis, it was assumed that for slightly supersaturated solutions, the interfaces all move sufficiently slowly for the steady-state solution to be appropriate. This assumption has also been adopted by others [13]. Gilmour and co-workers also developed a model for the later growth stage, but then for the one-dimensional growth of planar grain boundaries, which is also valid for three-dimensional growth in highly supersaturated solutions [14,15]. However, during the process of soft impingement, i.e. the overlap of diffusion fields, the degree of supersaturation generally changes from high when the diffusion fields just overlap, to low when the grains are close to hard impingement. The soft impingement model presented here is independent of the degree of supersaturation.

2.1. Non-overlapping diffusion fields

The first theoretical treatment for the diffusion-controlled growth was given by Zener [11] for a spherical precipitate in a solid solution of initially uniform composition. During the initial stage of the transformation, in which the growth of the individual grain is not limited by interactions with neighboring grains due to overlapping diffusion fields (soft impingement) or existing grain boundaries (hard impingement), the radius of the new grain \( R_n \) as a function of time \( t \) is given by the Zener model as

\[
R_n(t) = \chi \sqrt{(D)(t - t_s)},
\]

where \( (D) \) is the average diffusion coefficient of the solute atoms over the concentration gradient near the interface [5,16] and \( t_s \) is the moment of nucleation of the grain. \( \chi \) can be approximated by [11,17]

\[
\chi = 2.102 \left( \frac{C_{p}^\infty - C_{eq}^\infty}{C_{eq}^p - C_{eq}^\infty} \right)^{0.5871},
\]

where \( C_{eq}^p \) and \( C_{eq}^\infty \) are the equilibrium concentration of the solute atoms in the new and parent phase, respectively, and \( C_{p}^\infty \) is the concentration of solute atoms in the
parent phase far away from the interface, which is equal to the initial concentration \( C_0 \) of solute atoms during the initial stage of the transformation. Eqs. (1) and (2) where derived under the following assumptions:

1. The concentration of the solute atoms at either side of the interface corresponds to the equilibrium values, given by the phase diagram.
2. The rate of growth is solely limited by diffusion (the lattice transformation is much faster than the redistribution of solute atoms).
3. The rate of advance of the interface is related to the gradient of the carbon concentration at the interface.
4. The diffusion of the solute element in the new phase is so fast that the solute concentration gradient in the new phase is zero.
5. Only the diffusion of one solute element is considered.

During continuous cooling the grain radius needs to be calculated for each time step by determining the velocity of the interface from Eq. (1), because both the diffusion coefficient and the equilibrium concentration of solute atoms in the parent phase depend on temperature [17].

2.2. Overlapping diffusion fields

As the transformation proceeds, the diffusion fields of neighboring grains start to overlap, which slows down the growth rate of the grains of the new phase. This process is referred to as soft impingement. Generally, the process of soft impingement can be subdivided into two stages. During the early stage of soft impingement, the diffusion fields only overlap in a limited number of directions, which results in different gradients in solute concentration in different directions around the grain under consideration. The later stage of soft impingement is characterized by a diffusion field that is approximately the same in all directions around the grain under consideration. The reason for this is that soft impingement has taken place in all directions at this stage and that the diffusion fields between the different neighboring grains also overlap.

An exact analytical description of the first stage of soft impingement will be complex, because the different gradients in solute concentration in different directions around the grain under consideration make the problem asymmetric. However, in the case that the nucleation density is large and the diffusion of the solute is fast, the early stage of soft impingement is short. In the following description of soft impingement, the early stage of soft impingement is therefore neglected. It is assumed that the diffusion field surrounding the grain under consideration is the same in all directions as soon as the moment at which soft impingement first occurs in an averaging approach. As a first approximation, the later stage of soft impingement can be described by the overlap of the diffusion field of the grain under consideration and the diffusion field of an average spherical ferrite grain (with an average size at an average distance) along the direction of the centres of the two spheres.

In this approximate treatment of the later stage of soft impingement, the Zener theory can still be used, but the concentration \( C_{n,eq}^p \) of solute atoms in the parent phase far away from the interface is not equal to the overall concentration of solute atoms anymore. The concentration of solute atoms in the parent phase far away from the interface is now equal to the concentration of the solute atoms where the diffusion fields of neighboring grains intersect. In this section, an expression is derived for the concentration of the solute atoms where the diffusion fields of neighboring grains intersect. The moment at which the diffusion field of an individual grain starts to overlap with those of neighboring grains depends on the local density of nuclei, the average growth rate of the neighboring grains, and the concentration profiles of the solute atoms in front of the advancing interfaces. The average distance between the centers of neighboring nuclei \( \langle d \rangle \) is estimated from the average volume in which one spherical grain can grow before hard impingement takes place for a given local density of nuclei \( N_{loc}^n \) of the new phase. This criterion is expressed by

\[
\frac{4}{3} \pi \left( \frac{\langle d \rangle}{2} \right)^3 = \frac{1}{N_{loc}^n}.
\] (3)

The volume of an average grain of the new phase during the transformation can be approximated by

\[
\frac{4}{3} \pi \langle R_n \rangle^3 = f_n \frac{N_{loc}^n}{},
\] (4)

where \( \langle R_n \rangle \) is the radius of the average grain and \( f_n \) is the fraction of new phase at a certain stage of the transformation.

Instead of using Zener’s exact solution of the concentration profile, a simplified treatment is adopted in order to find analytical expressions for the effect of overlapping diffusion fields on the grain growth. The length of the diffusion field \( L_i \) of an individual grain can be determined by assuming a linear concentration profile of the solute atoms in front of the interface, see Fig. 1. The concentration \( C_i^p \) of solute atoms in front of the interface of an individual spherical grain under consideration can then be written as

\[
C_i^p(r) = C_{eq}^p - (C_{eq}^p - C_i) \frac{r - R_n}{L_i},
\] (5)

in the region where \( R_n \leq r \leq R_n + L_i \).

The present linear approximation of the diffusion field differs from the linear approximation as given by Zener [11]. The latter approximation is limited to concentration profiles that form a thin shell surrounding the spherical particle, which is the case for highly supersaturated solutions, i.e. \( |C_{eq} - C_{\infty}| \ll |C_{eq} - C_0| \).
Fig. 1. Model for solid-state phase transformations in polycrystalline materials involving solute partitioning. The gray area represents the calculated grain volume of the new grain. The hatched area represents the overlap volume of the new grain and parent grain, which is equal to the decrease in parent grain size. The concentration \( C \) of the diffusing element is shown along the radial coordinate \( r \) from the center of the new grain to the center of the average neighboring grain. The segmented line represents the exact concentration profile of the diffusion element in front of the interface in the parent phase, which is approximated by a linear concentration profile (solid lines). The other symbols are explained in the text.

The present linear approximation is independent of the degree of supersaturation. The length \( L_i \) is then found by considering the mass balance of solute atoms that have moved from the new phase to the parent phase. This mass balance can be written as

\[
\int_{0}^{R_n} \left( C_0 - C_{eq} \right) 4\pi r^2 dr = \int_{R_n}^{R_n + L_i} (C_p(r) - C_0) 4\pi r^2 dr.
\]

(6)

Substitution of Eq. (5) in Eq. (6), integrating and rearranging gives

\[
L_i^3 + 4R_n L_i^2 + 6R_n^2 L_i - 4R_n^3 B = 0
\]

(7)

with

\[
B = \frac{C_0 - C_{eq}}{C_{eq} - C_0}.
\]

(8)

Solving Eq. (7) with respect to \( L_i \) gives

\[
L_i = \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \left( 44 + 54B + 6\sqrt{54 + 132B + 81B^2} \right)^{1/3}
\right. \\
- \frac{2}{3(44 + 54B + 6\sqrt{54 + 132B + 81B^2})} \left. \right\} R_n,
\]

(9)

The concentration \( C_p \) of solute atoms in front of the interface of the spherical, average neighboring grain in the region where \( \delta \leq r \leq \delta + L_i \) can be written as

\[
C_p(r) = C_0 + (C_{eq} - C_0) \frac{r - \delta}{L_a},
\]

(10)

where \( L_a \) is the length of the diffusion field that corresponds to the radius of the average spherical grain of the new phase. \( \delta \) is the distance from the center of an individual nucleus to the end of the diffusion field of the average neighboring grain, given by

\[
\delta = \langle d \rangle - R_a = \frac{3}{4\pi N_{loc}} \left( 2 - \sqrt{f_0} \right) - L_a.
\]

(11)

The length \( L_a \) of the diffusion field that corresponds to the average grain radius of the new phase can be determined by substituting \( R_a = \langle R_a \rangle \) into Eq. (9).

The position \( r_c \) at which the linear diffusion profiles of the grain under consideration and the average neighboring grain intersect can then be found by equating Eqs. (5) and (10). Rearranging gives

\[
r_c = \frac{L_a(R_a + L_i) + L_i \delta}{L_a + L_i}.
\]

(12)

The concentration \( C_c \) of the solute atoms at the position where the linear diffusion profiles intersect is then given by

\[
C_c = C_p(r_c) + C_a(r_c) - C_0
\]

\[
= C_0 + \left( C_{eq} - C_0 \right) \frac{R_a + L_i}{R_a + L_i - L_a(R_a + L_i) - L_i \delta}.
\]

(13)

The two stages of grain growth can now be described with the theory of Zener by changing the concentration \( C_c^\infty = C_0 \). In the case that \( R_a + L_i \leq \delta \), the grain radius of the new phase is given by Eqs. (1) and (2) with \( C_c^\infty = C_0 \). In the case that \( R_a + L_i > \delta \), the grain radius of the new phase is also given by Eqs. (1) and (2), but with \( C_c^\infty = C_c \).

2.3. Parent grain decomposition

The growth of grains of the new phase is accompanied by a decrease in grain size of the parent grains. In the present model, we assume that the transformation starts with the formation of a nucleus of the new phase on the grain boundary of a spherical parent grain. The volume \( V_{p-n} \) of the parent grain that is replaced by the new grain (see Fig. 1) is then given by

\[
V_{p-n} = \frac{4\pi}{3} \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{3}{16} \frac{R_a}{R_{p,0}} \right) R_n^3,
\]

(14)

where \( R_a \) is the radius of the new grain and \( R_{p,0} \) is the original parent-grain radius before the transformation. The volume of the parent grain \( V_p \) for a given degree of overlap can then be calculated from

\[
V_p = V_{p,0} - V_{p-n}.
\]

(15)
where $V_{0,0}$ is the original parent grain volume before the transformation.

3. Experimental

The material used is hot-rolled C-Mn steel (0.214 wt% C, 0.513 wt% Mn, 0.200 wt% Si) with a regular initial ferrite-pearlite microstructure. The steel is covered with a thin coating of nickel and positioned in a furnace with a helium flow in order to prevent decarburization. The steel is austenitized at 900 °C for 10 min, and subsequently continuously cooled to 600 °C in 1 h, i.e. at a cooling rate of 5 °C/min. This experiment is then repeated once more on the same steel sample.

In order to study the time evolution of individual grains during phase transformations, a relatively small volume of steel is illuminated with a monochromatic beam of hard (penetrating) X-rays from a synchrotron source. For the experiment described here, we used the 3DXRD microscope at beam line ID11 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in transmission geometry. The energy of the monochromatic X-rays is 80 keV (wavelength of 1.55 Å). The energy of the monochromatic X-rays is 80 keV (wavelength of 1.55 Å). The beam size is 94×97 μm², and the thickness of the sample is 400 μm. By slightly rotating the sample around an axis perpendicular to the beam, over an angle of 1.6°, a number of grains give rise to diffraction spots on a 2D-detector. Fig. 2 shows a diffraction pattern halfway through the austenite to ferrite transformation.

From the standard diffraction theory, it can be shown that the intensity of each spot is proportional to the volume of the grain it originates from [18]. The intensity of the spot that originates from an individual ferrite grain is normalized with respect to the total intensity of the same ferrite diffraction ring at the end of the transformation, by assuming that the equilibrium ferrite fraction is then reached [19]. In an analogous manner, an expression is found for the volume of individual austenite grains. The intensity of a single austenite grain is normalized to the powder intensity of the austenite before the start of the transformation.

Given the experimental conditions the radius of the smallest detectable austenite grain is about 2 μm. Once every six exposures the beam size is expanded to $139 \times 139$ μm² in order to check whether the total volume of the grain is illuminated by the small central beam. In order to check if the total integrated intensity from a single grain is obtained by rotating the sample from −0.8° to 0.8°, we took additional exposures for rotation angles from −2.4° to −0.8° and from 0.8° to 2.4°. In the present experiment the transformation is studied with a typical time resolution of 10 s.

The fraction of the new phase is obtained by averaging the intensities of the three rotation-scans of a powder ring that were measured each time the beam size was extended to $139 \times 139$ μm². This average intensity $I$ was then normalized to the intensity at the end of the transformation $I_f$ and multiplied by the final fraction at the end of the transformation that is calculated with MTDATA®, leading to: $f_0 = (I_f/I_f) f_0$. In an analogous manner the fraction of the parent phase is obtained, but then by normalizing to the powder intensity before the transformation.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Ferrite and austenite fractions

Fig. 3 shows the measured ferrite ($f^p$) and austenite ($f^a$) volume fractions as a function of temperature compared to the equilibrium fractions as calculated from the thermodynamic database MTDATA®. The calculated transition temperature from austenite to ferrite is $A_3 = 826$ °C and the temperature range of the transition from austenite to cementite is between $A_1^c = 718$ °C and $A_2^c = 711$ °C, respectively. The final ferrite fraction at the end of the transformation as calculated with MTDATA® is $f^p = 0.98$, which includes the pearlitic ferrite. Each experimental ferrite fraction in Fig. 3 is the average of the ferrite fractions obtained from the {200} and {211} powder rings for the two continuous-cooling measurements. In an analogous manner the austenite fractions of Fig. 3 are determined from the {200} and {220} reflections of the austenite powder rings.

Fig. 3 shows that the ferrite and austenite fractions change approximately according to thermodynamic
equilibrium during the austenite to ferrite phase transformation. Fig. 3(a) shows that the ferrite formation starts at 822°C, which is only slightly lower than the thermodynamic equilibrium transformation temperature. The pearlite formation starts at 685°C, which is 33°C lower than the thermodynamic equilibrium transition temperature (\(A_\gamma^+\)) that was calculated from MTDATA\(^a\). This is caused by the relatively high energy barrier for the nucleation of pearlitic cementite during the formation of pearlite [20] compared to the activation energy for nucleation of pro-eutectoid ferrite [10].

The difference in fraction between the two measurements results from the relatively small beam size and \(\Delta\omega\)-range that was used to obtain a powder average. The small difference between the starting temperature for the increase of the ferrite fraction and the decrease of the austenite fraction is the result of the relatively small number of ferrite grains and the large number of austenite grains that are present at the start of the transformation, which decreases the signal to noise ratio. Moreover, a comparison of the integrated intensity of the different powder rings showed the absence of significant texture.

### 4.2. Nucleation of ferrite

The number of ferrite nuclei as a function of temperature is obtained by counting the number of ferrite spots on the detector during the transformation. Fig. 4 shows the measured overall number of ferrite nuclei \(N_{\alpha}^{\text{norm}}\) that is normalized to the maximum number of nuclei, as a function of temperature. Due to the small rotation of the sample only a limited, but representative number of ferrite nuclei could be measured. The nucleation behavior is described in more detail in [10], but will be used here as an input parameter for the model described in Section 2.

### 4.3. Growth of ferrite grains

Four types of ferrite growth were experimentally observed [10], and are shown in Fig. 5, which gives the

![Fig. 5. Measured and modeled volume of individual ferrite grains as a function of temperature. Ferrite growth involving the transition from non-overlapping to overlapping diffusion fields with neighboring grains (a), ferrite continues to grow into pearlite (b), retarded ferrite (c) growth, and (d) oscillatory ferrite growth. The error in the counting statistics is smaller than the symbol size.](image-url)
volume of a number of individual ferrite grains during growth. The first and most frequently observed type of ferrite grain growth is shown in Fig. 5(a). The grain with the largest final grain volume in Fig. 5(a) clearly shows two growth stages, which is in agreement with the model described in Section 2. The early growth stage is faster than the later growth stage, corresponding to the transition from non-overlapping to overlapping diffusion fields during the progress of the transformation. The smaller grain in Fig. 5(a) does not show the two different growth stages so clearly, indicating that the diffusion fields overlap at an early stage. At the temperature at which the pearlite forms (685 °C), the ferrite growth is already completed or proceeds at an unchanged rate until the final size is obtained. For these grains, pearlite formation elsewhere in the structure did not affect their growth.

Fig. 5(b) shows a second type of growth: in which the ferrite grain continues to grow as part of a pearlite colony. Initially, the ferrite growth resembles that of the grains shown in Fig. 5(a): a rapid initial growth followed by a slower growth stage due to overlapping diffusion fields. However, at the temperature of 685 °C (indicated by the thin dashed line) the grains all show a rapid increase in grain volume. As each diffraction spot corresponds to the ferrite lattice being in a particular orientation in space, the rapid increase of the diffraction spot intensity at the pearlite temperature must mean that these pro-eutectoid ferrite grains continue to grow as the lamellar ferrite in a pearlite colony, without a change in crystallographic orientation. Although earlier optical microscopy measurements with polarized light [2] and transmission electron microscopy measurements [21] have already shown that a transition of pro-eutectoid ferrite growth into lamellar ferrite growth is possible, the current measurements are the first 3D and in situ observation of this phenomenon. This mechanism of continued growth of pre-existing ferrite appears to be the dominant mechanism for pearlite formation for the conditions imposed here, as very few new pearlitic ferrite nuclei were found in the pearlite formation temperature range (see Fig. 4). The ferrite growth curves in Fig. 5(b) also show that the ratio of the pro-eutectoid ferrite to the ferrite-in-pearlite volume is not equal for each grain. Based on limited statistics, the pearlite colony seems to reach a larger final size relative to the ferrite grain that it has grown from, when the initially formed ferrite grain is smaller.

Fig. 5(c) shows examples of ferrite growth that is so much retarded that the initial fast growth stage is not present. The diffusion field of these grains overlaps with that of the surrounding grains soon after the particle nucleated.

Finally, a totally unexpected form of ferrite growth is shown in Fig. 5(d). In this least frequently observed growth mode, ferrite grains not only grow, but also shrink temporarily upon continued cooling. This behavior is provisionally attributed to a complex ferrite–ferrite interaction. The neighboring ferrite grains are assumed to make direct contact, but their grain boundaries are not yet in their equilibrium position. Grain boundary tension then causes the ferrite grains to change shape and some of them to shrink. At the same time the transformation continues, which can lead again to growth.

4.4. Decomposition of austenite grains

The formation of the ferrite grains is necessarily accompanied by a decrease in size and finally a disappearance of the austenite grains. Hence, information on the ferrite formation can also be found by analyzing the intensity of specific austenite diffraction spots. We searched typically 50 austenite spots in the diffraction pattern to find decomposition behavior of individual austenite grains that resemble the four ferrite growth modes presented in Fig. 5(a)–(d). The results are shown in Fig. 6 for the modes of Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively. It should be stressed that the current data set does not contain accompanying pairs of austenite and ferrite grains as in the experimental set-up used it is not possible to link the growing ferrite grain unambiguously to the particular austenite grain in which it was formed.

Fig. 6(a) shows the decrease in austenite size resulting from the growth of a ferrite grain that nucleated in a region with a relatively low local carbon concentration.

![Austenite Grain Volume](image-url)
and a low local density of nuclei. The ferrite grain could largely consume the austenite grain before its diffusion field started to interfere with neighboring diffusion fields. Note that the austenite volume decreases continuously to zero with decreasing temperature, without a detectable change in rate of decrease at the onset of the pearlite formation temperature. From this, we deduce that this austenite grain transformed completely into ferrite and no pearlite formed. The rate of decrease in austenite grain volume does not display abrupt changes, which would have been indicative of the formation of a second or third ferrite grain growing into this austenite grain. It therefore follows that the austenite grain transformed completely into one ferrite grain. The formation of just one ferrite grain per austenite grain for the steel composition and thermal conditions imposed is in good agreement with the findings of Millitzer et al. [22].

For the austenite grain shown in Fig. 6(a) no indications were observed of pearlite formation, suggesting that most of the carbon originally present in the austenite grain must have diffused into neighboring austenite grains. This is only possible if the ferrite formation did not occur around the entire grain boundary of this particular grain, which is in line with the assumed formation of only one ferrite grain in this austenite grain. Of course such a ‘carbon leak’ also requires that the neighboring austenite grain does not have a growing ferrite grain present at the joint boundary. The carbon repulsion into neighboring grains is of course known to occur for slow cooling rates and is an important phenomenon in band formation [23]. An interesting observation from Fig. 6(a) is the decrease in austenite grain volume prior to the onset of the transformation. The observation indicates that austenite grains still change in volume during the final stages of annealing at a temperature of 900 °C, likely due to coarsening effects.

Fig. 6(b) shows an austenite grain transforming partly into pro-eutectoid ferrite and partly into pearlite. Fig. 6(b) clearly shows the two growth stages of the pro-eutectoid ferrite grain. Moreover, there is perfect agreement in the onset temperature for pearlite formation in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b). Since the average carbon concentration of the steel is 0.214 wt%, approximately one quarter of the original austenite grain volume is expected to transform into pearlite, if no carbon would leak to neighboring austenite grains. While an analysis of the temperature dependence of the integrated intensities of all diffraction spots on a particular austenite diffraction ring confirms such an average pearlite fraction (see Fig. 3), for this particular grain the volume fraction of austenite that is transformed into pearlite is distinctly smaller. For this curve again, a change (in this case an increase) in the austenite grain volume prior to the transformation was observed.

Fig. 6(c) shows an austenite grain that is consumed by a ferrite grain that presumably nucleated in a region with a relatively high initial carbon concentration and a high local density of nuclei. Therefore, the diffusion field of the ferrite grain almost immediately starts to interfere with diffusion fields from neighboring grains. As in the curve of Fig. 6(a), no signs of pearlite formation was found for this austenite grain showing the delayed transformation behavior. For this particular curve the austenite volume prior to the transformation remained relatively constant.

Finally, we did not observe an accompanying image of the fourth type of ferrite grain growth, the oscillatory growth behavior (see Fig. 5(d)) in any of the about 50 austenite grains analyzed. Such an absence of this oscillatory behavior would support our earlier hypothesis that the complex ferrite grain growth, as shown in Fig. 5(d), is the result of a direct interaction between ferrite grains rather than a reversed transformation into austenite.

5. Comparison of theory and experiment

The volume of individual ferrite and austenite grains as a function of temperature is fitted to the model presented in Section 2 of this paper, by assuming para-equilibrium conditions. Para-equilibrium means that the substitutional alloying elements are unable to partition during the time-scale of the experiment, although carbon, which is a fast diffusion interstitial element, redistributes between the austenite and ferrite phases and reaches the equilibrium solubility in each phase. Two fitting parameters were used: the local density of ferrite nuclei \( N_{\text{loc}} \) and the local carbon concentration \( C_0 \) before the ferrite grain started to grow. The temperature \( T_0 \) at which a ferrite grain started to grow is determined from the experimental growth curves and used as an input parameter for the model. Furthermore, the volume of the grains was calculated down to the temperature at which the start of the pearlite formation was experimentally observed (685 °C). The temperature dependence of the equilibrium concentrations of solute atoms in the parent phase and new phase is determined from the phase diagram. The equilibrium carbon concentrations in the austenite \( C_{\text{eq}} \) and ferrite \( C_{\text{eq}} \) for the studied steel (see Section 3) are determined by MTDATA®. The dependence of the volume diffusion coefficient of carbon in austenite on the carbon concentration and the temperature that was determined by Agren [24] is used in the calculations.

We assume that during the transformation the local density of ferrite nuclei \( N_{\text{loc}} \) depends in the same way on time and temperature as the measured overall number of nuclei \( N_{\text{norm}} \), normalized to the maximum value, which is shown in Fig. 4. The local density of ferrite nuclei can
Table 1
Parameters related to modeling the seven grains shown in Figs. 5 and 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain no.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_i$ (°C)</td>
<td>808.9</td>
<td>808.1</td>
<td>807.1</td>
<td>738.2</td>
<td>808.9</td>
<td>795.9</td>
<td>803.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{loc,f} \times 10^{-13}$ (m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$ (wt%)</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{cs}$ (µm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The temperature $T_i$ at which a ferrite grain started to grow, the local density $N_{loc,f}$ of ferrite grains at the end of the transformation, the local carbon concentration $C_0$ before the grain started to transform, and the position $r_{cs}$ at which the diffusion profile starts to overlap for the first time are listed.

Therefore be written as: $N_{loc,f}^2 = N_{loc,c}^2 N_{norm}^2$, where $N_{loc,c}^2$ is the local density of nuclei at the end of the transformation. In calculating the growth behavior of individual austenite and ferrite grains we included the measured ferrite fraction, shown in Fig. 3(a), in order to model the growth behavior of the average grain according to Eq. (4). The dotted line in Fig. 5 represents the Zener theory, which is only valid in the early stage of the transformation, for a grain that started to grow at the transition temperature of 822 °C in a region with a local carbon concentration that equals the overall composition of $C_0 = 0.214$ wt% carbon. The solid lines are fits with the model described in Section 2 to the measured growth curves. The fitting parameters of the individual grains shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are given in Table 1.

Fitting the model to ferrite grain No. 1 in Fig. 5(a) shows that the ferrite grain nucleated in a region with a slightly increased carbon concentration (0.235 wt%) with respect to the overall carbon concentration (0.214 wt%) of the alloy. The relatively low carbon concentration before the transformation and the relatively small number of neighboring nuclei result in two clearly separate growth stages during the transformation. Initially, the ferrite grain grows corresponds to the Zener theory described in Section 2.1, meaning that the diffusion fields do not overlap. At a later stage of the transformation the grain growth rate decreases, which corresponds to the overlap of diffusion fields, described in Section 2.2. The two growth stages of the ferrite can also clearly be observed in the decomposing austenite grains No. 5 and 6 in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively.

Fitting the model to ferrite grains No. 2 and 3 in Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows that the number of neighboring ferrite nuclei and the local carbon concentration before the transformation are approximately the same for both grains (see Table 1). The grains therefore reach approximately the same size (before the pearlite formation). Furthermore, the fitting parameters $N_{loc,c}^2$ and $C_0$ are relatively high compared to grain No. 1 (see Table 1). As a result the diffusion field starts to overlap with neighboring grains much earlier than for grain No. 1. The fitting results of grains No. 4 and 7 show an even higher local carbon concentration before the ferrite grain started to grow. As can be seen from Table 1, these grains nucleated late and therefore are in a carbon rich environment. This results in a retarded growth in which the diffusion fields of neighboring ferrite grains almost immediately start to overlap after the ferrite grain nucleated. The position at which the diffusion profile of neighboring ferrite grains started to overlap for the first time for curves No. 4 and 7 is determined from the model as $r_{cs} = 1.6$ µm.

Fitting the model to grain No. 5 in Fig. 6(a) shows that the ferrite grain nucleated in a region with a slightly decreased carbon concentration (0.200 wt%) with respect to the overall carbon concentration (0.214 wt%) of the alloy. This is likely the result of an inhomogeneous distribution of alloying elements (e.g. Mn, Cr, and Si) that attract or repel carbon atoms [23]. The reduced local carbon concentration combined with the low local density of ferrite nuclei results in a rapid decrease in austenite volume. The position at which the diffusion profile of the ferrite grain starts to overlap for the first time is therefore large ($r_{cs} = 38$ µm).

A direct comparison between theory and experiment at the level of individual grains shows that the growth of ferrite grains depends strongly on the local carbon concentration and the local density of nuclei. Including these local conditions gives a much better description of the phase transformation kinetics of individual grains than models that are based on average grain growth behavior. Clearly, these deductions on the behavior of individual grains need further statistical support by analyzing more diffraction spots. Based on such a larger database the observed linear-like relationship between $C_0$ and the nucleation density (see Table 1) can be explored further and established more firmly. Supplementary experiments involving isothermal transformations on the same steel and linear cooling experiments on other steel grades are in progress and will lead to a further and better insight into the relationship between the local carbon composition and nucleation rate.

6. Conclusions

A simplified grain growth model is developed for solid-state transformations in polycrystalline materials.
that involve solute partitioning and soft impingement. The model is in good agreement with the experimentally determined growth of individual ferrite grains in carbon steel.

The growth of ferrite grains depends strongly on the local carbon concentration and the local density of nuclei. Including these local conditions gives a much-refined description of the phase transformation kinetics than models that are based on average grain growth behavior. It is the strength of the 3DXRD-measurements in combination with this model, that the effect of the local composition on the transformation kinetics can now be probed. Furthermore, the experimental observation of decomposing individual austenite grains shows that there is carbon exchange between austenite grains during the transformation. For slow cooling conditions, per austenite grain approximately one ferrite grain nucleates. The austenite grain size is not stable prior to the transformation, probably due to coarsening effects.
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